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EVENT REPORT

Department  of  IT has  conducted a two-day technical fest- ‘InforIThm 2k19’on 13th and 14th

March 2019. The festival was aimed at providing a platform for the student community to
develop  and  showcase  their  technical  progress.  Students  from  different  disciplines  have
participated in all the technical and non-technical events.

 

 

The event was inaugurated by the chief guest Dr. Salman Abdul Moiz, Associate Professor,
School of Computer & Information Sciences, University of Hyderabad, followed by welcome
address by Dr.Ch.Samson, Head, ITD. Mr.V.Ashwini Kumar, Associate Professor, IT Dept
addressed the  gathering  and advised  the  students  regarding innovation  in  conducting  the
events..  Dr.  G.  Kanaka Durga,  Principal  ,MVSREC addressed the gathering  by inspiring
students to participate in the events. Later , ITSA Faculty coordinator A. V. Vahini, Assistant
Professor, ITD, briefed about the fest and all the events.



Event Details:

Date: 13th & 14th March, 2019

Venue: AV Room, ITD, MVSREC

No. of participants: 265

Technical Events:

Paper Presentation:

The main attraction of the technical fest was the Paper Presentation. InforIThm provided the
perfect platform to showcase the ideas. Students from all branches were allowed to showcase
their research work . The students were encouraged to prepare a presentation and unleash the
speaker in them. They are informed to present an abstract based on the topic in IEEE format
which  makes them aware of  writing  the research paper  in  future.  Judges  evaluated  their
performance and suggested some ideas to the participants. 

Poster & Idea Presentation:

InforIThm provided a session in a belief that it is a good way to disseminate work. This event
is for all students who love to promote their projects in innovative way rather than general
oral presentation. Participants are required to prepare a poster or a chart which demonstrates
the  theme  of  their  topic.  Students  are  evaluated  based  on  their  designing  skills  and
communication skills. 

Who knows, one idea might  really  change someone’s life.  InforIThm has organized Idea
Presentation  to  the  students  who  feel  their  ideas  are  worth  changing  life  of  people.



Participants from MBA department showcased their start-up ideas. Innovative and emerging
ideas were unleashed through this event.

Project Expo:

It is always better to demonstrate an idea practically rather than theoretically. Implementation
is  a  great  deal  for  students  where  they  learn  apart  from  understanding  theoretically.
InforIThm provided a platform to demonstrate and exhibit the real time projects. 

Code O’ Logic:

Code O’ Logic, a C/C++ coding event. The aim of the event was to test the programming
skills of participants along with speed, debugging and encoding. It comprised of three rounds.
First round comprises of basic multiple-choice questions on C and C++. In Round-2 students



are tested on additional topics such as Data Structures, Java and Python etc. In Round-3 a
problem statement was given to solve and the participant who completed the program in less
amount of time was awarded exciting cash prizes.  This event provided platform for all the
programming lovers to analyze their programming skills and know their position where they
stand when compared to others.

TekQuiz:

Quiz was basically an aptitude cum technical based platform to test the participants on their
knowledge in a large number of general and technical topics. Event was conducted with a
motto of “know what is what of today’s technological world is”. Huge number of participants
got  registered in  this  event  to  showcase their  knowledge.  They were tested  on Logos of
MNC’s, technical abbreviations, famous personalities and many more. 



Mock Interview:

This event was conducted mainly for second and third-year students to make them aware of
the  interview  process  that  must  be  undergone  during  the  campus  recruitments  and
placements.  The  interview  panel  members  were  from  Talentio.  They  tested  students
technically and suggested them how to improve. Personal and HR interviews  were conducted
and they trained the students regarding the communication skills that must be required to
crack the interview. Physical appearance and body gestures that must be inculcated during the
interview are explained to the students. Students were benefited by this event.

Tech Treasure Hunt:

It was a time-bound activity and the team that would gather all the clues and reach their goal
first would be declared the winner. Each clue was in the form of a riddle and the students
thoroughly savored decoding the hints. In the end it was a treat to watch the winners find the
treasure with huge smiles on their faces. 

Fun Events:

InforIThm not only provided the platform to showcase technical aspects but also provided lot
of  fun  to  the  students.  Who doesn’t  like  gaming?  Everyone  likes  it  and lot  of  students
participated in fun events and enjoyed a lot.

The  trending  games  such  as  Pubg,  FIFA’19,  Counter  Strike  1.6  and  many  more  were
conducted as a part of LAN Gaming. Apart from them Movie Pictionary, Gully Cricket, Tug
of War, Spot E and Fun Quiz were conducted.



Finally, the two-day event came to the end. The event report  was presented by A.V.Vahini,
ITSA Faculty Coordinator. Success of the event was described and  Dr. G. Kanaka Durga,
Principal,  praised all  the event coordinators  and organizers  for making the event a grand
success.  Cash  prizes  and  merit  certificates  were  issued  by  Principal  madam  and
Mr.V.Ashwini  Kumar,  Assoc prof,  ITD to the winners of all  the events.  Finally  Vote of
Thanks was proposed by J. Lokeshwar Reddy, final year student, ITD. 



We, the active members of ITSA pledge to work collectively for the betterment of our 
Student Association.


